INTRODUCTION
Regulation of gene expression is one of the central themes of investigation in modern biology. The explosion of information from the study of gene regulation in eukaryotic organisms is becoming difficult to evaluate on its own and relies increasingly on information generated from studies of simpler prokaryotes. Certainly, one of the advantages of studies with the bacterium Escherichia coli is that it is one of the best, if not the best, known free-living biological system. We now have a reasonable level of understanding of a large number of individual systems of regulation. Particularly, the number of sigma 70 promoters studied may well represent the largest homogeneous body of knowledge of gene regulation at present. In this article we have collected and analyzed as a whole most of the sigma 70 promoters of E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium in which the regulatory sites are well defined, as well as all the known sigma 54 promoters of E. coli and of Klebsiella pneumoniae. This data set is now sufficiently large to allow the general principles of the circuitry of regulation to begin to emerge.
One of the most fundamental questions one can ask concerning control circuitry is why regulatory DNA elements are organized in particular arrangements. One presumes that these arrangements have been shuffled somewhat during the course of evolution to yield organizations that are appropriate to the specific requirements of individual regulatory systems. Using the very large data set now available, we have organized these data with the point of reference being the relative position of regulatory sites with respect to the site of initiation of transcription. We have included only those cases in which the regulatory sites have established * Corresponding author.
functions and have arbitrarily excluded bacteriophage promoters, which have very special requirements as a class. Genes controlled by the factor sigma 54 are compiled separately since their primary distinction is that the positioning of their regulatory sites is very flexible.
Thus, there are two unique aspects of this review. One is the emphasis on the importance of the location of regulatory sites. The second is the completeness of the compilation, made possible by recent advances in the field of bacterial gene regulation. Taken together, these aspects allow certain inferences to be drawn about the range of regulatory mechanisms at the level of initiation of transcription. In addition, a catalog of operons with known regulatory sites has been assembled to provide a base for future analysis.
In an attempt to make sense of arrangements that might be associated with particular classes of promoters, a classification scheme is necessary. We will distinguish between two classes of locations of regulatory sites that affect promoters: proximal and remote. The boundaries of what is considered proximal will be set by comparison with the lac operon.
Proximal sites will be defined as those that are between the upstream boundary of the lac cyclic AMP (cAMP) receptor protein (CRP) site and the downstream boundary of the RNA polymerase bound at the lac promoter. This means that sites that overlap approximately -65 and +20, the transcription start site being designated as + 1, will be considered proximal. The implications of this definition will be discussed further below. All other regulatory sites will be defined as remote.
Individual promoters will be grouped into regulatory systems according to whether they are controlled by a particular regulator, irrespective of the number of binding sites in the DNA. Thus, for example, in this scheme the lac promoter belongs to two regulatory systems, one responsive to lac repressor and the other to the CRP. A promoter is called 372 COLLADO-VIDES ET AL. multiple if its regulatory region is connected to that of another promoter and both are controlled by at least one common element or transcribe the same gene. These would include examples such as gal, which has two overlapping promoters, or malE,K with its two divergent promoters. A promoter is termed complex if it is either multiple, like gal, or part of more than one regulatory system, like lac. All other promoters will be termed simple, i.e., isolated promoters controlled by only one regulatory system. CATALOG OF SIGMA 70 PROMOTERS Using the Medline data base, we have obtained information on the regulation of 119 promoters. The search was extended to include journal articles appearing up to October 1990. Of the 119 examples, 107 are sigma 70 promoters and 12 are sigma 54 promoters. The collection of sigma 70 promoters, in alphabetical order of regulators, is presented in Fig. 1 . All the promoters are aligned with respect to the point of initiation of transcription. All the regulatory sites affecting one promoter are grouped in one line. Regions of multiple promoters have the individual promoters represented separately, one after the other. After presentation and a brief description of this catalog, the analysis of the organization of repression and activation systems will be considered sequentially. Tables 1 and 2 display the entire data set of sigma 70 promoters and indicate their position in the classification scheme. Each promoter is categorized with respect to whether it is multiple, is subject to multiple systems of regulation, or is activatable or repressible and whether the regulatory sites are duplicated. Along with each promoter is listed one selected literature reference and the type of evidence implicating certain sites as regulatory elements. Various properties of the whole data set will now be discussed.
Of the 107 sigma 70 promoters, 49 (almost half) are complex promoters. Twenty-seven of these are complex because they are multiple promoters; 10 are complex because they are subject to multiple systems of regulation; and 12 are complex because of both reasons. This analysis could conceivably underestimate the number of complex promoters since new regulatory features could eventually be discovered. We will now consider briefly the subclasses of complex promoters, those that are multiple and those that are subject to multiple systems of regulation.
Nearly 40% of the cataloged promoters are defined as multiple. The obvious advantage to having multiple promoters is that each one of the set can be regulated differently, giving a potential for greater flexibility. Among the interdigitated promoters listed in Table 3 are those subject to different systems of regulation, those containing one constitutive and one regulated promoter, and examples of promoters that are recognized by different forms of polymerase. All the divergent promoter pairs share at least one regulatory site. Sharing regulatory sites in multiple promoters allows for differential repression since, as discussed below, the extent of repression can vary with the position of the operator.
Promoters subject to multiple systems of regulation make up one-fifth of the data base (although some of these are also multiple promoters). These Such an arrangement of the negative regulatory apparatus has been proposed to reflect a requirement for bound repressors to touch the proximal transcription apparatus directly (42) . Thus, in almost all cases, the repressor is close enough to touch either the polymerase or an activator which in turn is close enough to touch the polymerase. The specific mechanism for repression could vary considerably, but the involvement of a site that locates at least one repressor where it could touch polymerase or an activator seems a nearly universal arrangement in the negative regulation of sigma 70 promoters.
One area of potential uncertainty is the appropriateness of the definition of a proximal site. The polymerase itself protects the DNA strongly between positions -45 and +20 but probably occupies a space beyond these limits (44) . The definition of proximal goes beyond this upstream limit to encompass the CRP site location in the lac promoter. It is known that CRP binds RNA polymerase in solution (105) and that its activation drops dramatically as its binding site is moved further upstream (40) . Thus, it is plausible that polymerase can be touched from this CRP position (121) and that this ability weakens significantly as sites are moved out of the proximal region as defined here. In fact, this is an issue in only a few cases where the operators reside proximally but upstream from -45; these will be discussed under Variation in Operator Position, below.
There are 3 apparent exceptions to this arrangement in the 76 examples in this compilation: the purR, nrd, and aroP promoters (see PurR, Z, and TyrR regulators in Tables 1 and  2 ). The purR promoter is apparently controlled by only two remote operators, located around +100 and +200 (89, 124) . The effect of these operators is very weak, only about twofold. Interference with elongation rather than initiation does not provide a strong repression, as has been observed in lac (36) . Repression here may thus occur from downstream by interfering with transcription elongation. This may therefore be more an example of an elongation block than of promoter control and would not be considered an exception with regard to repression of transcription initiation. The repression site in the aroP promoter is in a downstream position bordering + 30, only 10 bp removed from the border protected by the bound polymerase (21 In the nrd promoter (156, 157) , there are inverted and direct DNA repeats that extend from the remote upstream site to at least -57 within the proximal region. It has been suggested that some of these sites may be involved in regulation, but the genetics of the system is not yet well defined; because of this uncertainty in the location of regulatory sites, the nrd system will not be considered further in the analysis. This discussion indicates that of 107 promoters, these 3 without obvious proximal elements could conceivably be more apparent as exceptions than real.
The function of a repressor is to prevent the initiation of transcription, and this analysis indicates that in most or all cases, operator arrangements allow repression to occur by direct interference with the polymerase from a proximal site. This requirement for a proximal operator appears not to restrict the range of repression accessible to the sigma 70 transcription machinery since repressibility is known to vary over 3 orders of magnitude. Even within regulons, repressibility can vary considerably. These variations are apparently achieved by varying either the affinity of the operator site for the repressor or the specific position of the operator relative to the promoter.
In the following section we will analyze the role of the position of the proximal operator in the mechanism of repression. Then we will discuss the role played by duplication of operators as another way to increase the flexibility in the repression apparatus used by sigma 70 promoters.
Variation in Operator Position and the Mechanism of Repression Analysis of the data base shows that when an operator type appears in more than one promoter (presumably in a regulon), it rarely appears in the same proximal position. For example, the seven TyrR-regulated promoters, eight of the nine LexA-regulated promoters, six of the nine PurR-regulated promoters, the three TrpR-regulated promoters, two of the five MetJ-regulated promoters, and at least two of the six ArgR-regulated promoters have operator sequences located in different proximal positions. As discussed below, this variation is in strong contrast to the relatively fixed positions of activator sites.
A plausible explanation for this extensive variation is that it allows each promoter to be repressed by the same protein but in a different manner. This receives credence from studies such as those in which the lac operator was moved to different proximal positions (68) . The degree of repression varied considerably with the proximal position. Of the three operator positions studied, immediately upstream of the -35 domain, the spacer region, and downstream of the -10 domain overlapping the transcription initiation, the spacer confers highest repression. A repressor bound to the upstream position was rationalized to be less effective in preventing polymerase binding since the critical promoter -10 and initiation sites remain largely exposed, allowing polymerase substantial access to its binding site. A repressor bound over the -10 elements and start site occludes the most critical initiation region but suffers in competition with polymerase since polymerase can potentially form precursors to productive complexes by using the -35 element. By contrast, when the operator is in the spacer region, the repressor molecule can potentially occlude both elements and even begin binding before any initiating polymerases fully clear the promoter; after initiation the polymerase clears the spacer before it clears the -10 region and initiation site. In this model the position of the operator influences repressibility by determining when it is cleared and available for repressor binding and also by determining how effectively the bound repressor can occlude the determinants of polymerase binding.
These properties rationalize the effects of dramatically different positions, but even small changes could conceivably have important consequences. It is known that repression complexes may also contain RNA polymerase bound to DNA in an inactivate state (147) , as implied in the above discussion. Conversely, it is also suspected that simple binding of a protein to an operator is not always sufficient for repression (46, 85) . Repression thus appears in at least some cases to involve a potential interaction between the repressor and the RNA polymerase. The relative positions of the polymerase and the repressor will influence how they interact and potentially have consequences for the effectiveness of repression. The variations in repressibility resulting from variations in position could be due in part to repressors touching polymerase differently from the different locations.
This variability appears to be used by most of the regulons in the data set and may explain why regulon organizations may be preferable to large operon arrangements in many cases. Recall that there was tremendous diversity of operator positions within regulons (see above), such as the nine LexA-controlled genes displaying eight different operator positions. This regulon specifies products that are needed at different times and in different amounts during the SOS response. It might be difficult to construct a single large operon producing all of these proteins that would accommodate these needs. By separating the transcription units and placing similar operators in different positions, one achieves the potential for greater flexibility. Similar arguments can be made, for example, concerning the many promoters involved in aromatic amino acid metabolism. In these cases the differing positions of the tyr and trp operators might allow a more flexible response to physiological needs in this complex branched pathway. a Promoters are listed in alphabetical order of repressor. For promoters followed by an asterisk, the initiation of transcription is assigned by reference to the -10 region.
bAbbreviations: Pr, properties associated with promoter, indicating whether a promoter is either multiple (shown by 1) or single (shown by 0); Reg, properties associated with regulation, indicating whether a promoter is subject to multiple (shown by 1) or to only one (shown by 0) system of regulation; Op and Act, properties associated with operator and activator, indicating whether there is a single site (shown by 0), a proximal duplication (shown by P), a remote duplication (shown by R), or no site (blank). A (?) symbol indicates when the properties assigned are ambiguous.
c The evidence that supports the existence of regulatory sites is classified as follows: 1, mutational evidence; 2, specific binding of purified protein; 3, specific binding of partially purified protein or using cellular extracts; 4, similarity with consensus sequence. For promoters subject to multiple regulation, evidence concerning negative sites is indicated here and evidence indicating positive regulation is indicated in Table 2 . Information on the following promoters were obtained with Salmonella typhimurium: carAB, metB, metJ, metE, metR, putA, and putP. In the few cases when it is known that the promoter has a similar array both in E. coli and in S. typhimurium, it appears only once in the table. Potential repression of ompC by IHF is not included (58) .
many complex promoters have a single operator and since many simple promoters involve duplications, there seems to be no obligatory regulatory theme involving operator duplications.
If there is no general theme or requirement, why are operators duplicated in about half of the promoters? There are a few well-characterized cases in which the function of duplication is known. The best of these are the lac and A operators. For lac, the function of the extra operators is primarily to strengthen the binding of the repressor (36, 43, 101, 130) . This is achieved through cooperative interactions between separated binding sites. A part of the function of the duplication in X is also to strengthen binding by the repressor by cooperativity (111) . Thus, at least one rationale for operator duplication is to allow for stronger repressor binding through cooperative interactions.
A second rationale is also suggested by these systems: operator duplications allow for a flexible response to changing physiological conditions. Thus, for lac, the extra operators come into play mostly when cellular conditions require the most severe repression (36) . For X, the duplications allow the level of the regulated protein to be maintained within narrow limits even under widely varying physiological conditions (111) . Thus, operator duplications can provide both a tighter regulation and a more flexible response of the regulatory apparatus. For this to be effective, however, the analysis indicates that at least one of the operators must be in a proximal position, where it is presumed to touch the polymerase and interfere with its function.
If operator duplication can aid function, is the location of the duplicated site important? Of 33 promoters with duplicated operators, 23 are proximal duplications (including the marginal aroP) and 10 are remote duplications (including the marginal nrd and purR); i.e., two-thirds of the extra operators are proximal and almost one-third are remote. Several studies have shown that as operators are moved apart, the cooperative interactions between them diminish (initially shown in reference 56). Thus, the location of two-thirds of the duplicated operators in a nearby proximal position represents an arrangement in which the strongest assistance can be given to repressor binding. One expects that the enhanced stability achieved in these cases is important for maximizing the level of repression. There may be additional assistance from increasing the potential for contact between the cooperatively bound repressors and RNA polymerase.
This view is challenged somewhat by the analysis showing that duplications occur more frequently in complex promoters than in simple promoters (Table 4) . Complex promoters need not be more tightly repressed but must respond to multiple signals, and each of the operators could in principle play a unique regulatory role. In that case, the role of duplication would be principally increased flexibility rather than increased repression. It may be that duplications in multiple promoters provide more flexibility whereas duplications in simple promoters allow for tighter repression as well as flexibility.
The dominant role of flexibility receives some support from studies suggesting that promoters within a regulon controlled by single operators can be at least as tightly repressed as other promoters containing duplicated operators. The comparative evidence on this issue is still sparse. For example, within the LexA regulon a promoter containing a duplication requires more repressor for tight repression than one with a single operator (11, 77) . In TyrR-controlled promoters there is an unusually wide variation in sequences of operators (173) , implying that individual sites may be of relatively low affinity. In these cases the duplicated operators may be of somewhat weaker individual affinity and compensate for this by duplication. Thus, a comparable potential for tight repression is achieved while also building in the flexibility to use the two sites for independent regulatory events, such as occurs for lambda Pr. We will not know whether the need for duplication is dominated by its association with flexibility rather than high affinity until more quantitative information on repression is available.
The data collected in Table 1 Tables 1 and 2) , and purR promoters constitute the few exceptions. It appears that the ability to function primarily in association with either single or multiple promoters is built into the structure of certain repressors. One might expect this to be related to the ability of the protein to multimerize so that the duplicated sites may be bound cooperatively, but the generality of this idea has not been tested. Thus, the analysis indicates that there are two situations in which there is a stronger potential need for operator duplication. One is when the promoter is complex, and the other is when the particular repressor involved is not designed to function effectively by using a single site. These needs can be rationalized in terms of needing greater flexibility and tighter repression. Remote Operators Table 4 shows that one category of promoters stands out as quite different from the others with respect to operator organization. Of the 10 promoters that are both multiple and subject to multiple systems of regulations, 8 have duplicated operators and 6 of these are in remote positions. At the other extreme are the simple promoters, in which a remote operator duplication occurs only once (purR) among the 37 examples (and this may not work at initiation [see above]) and proximal duplications occur in fewer than one-third of the cases. One might argue that the proximal regions around the very complex promoters will by necessity be crowded with regulatory signals, accounting for the high occurrence of remote operators. Proximal duplication requires building a regulatory region with two sets of proximal RNA polymerase elements, at least two negative elements to affect both promoters and at least one site for positive regulation, such as a CRP site. Since, as discussed below, positive sites generally must occur in the proximal region, there may be little room to build in duplicated proximal operators. One of the operators apparently must be placed within the proximal region (see above), but there may simply be no room to build in a second one without destroying the various other recognition elements.
Despite these restrictions, the analysis shows that 74% of proximal duplicated operators are located downstream of -40, in principle leaving enough room for a CRP site located as in lac, and 9 of these 23 cases could have a CRP site similar to the one of gal. Thus, it is possible to build promoters with two proximal operators and a CRP site, but there are only two examples in multiple promoters subject to multiple regulation, colEl and ginApi (see LexA and NR (I) in Tables 1 and 2 ). Recall that duplication preferentially occurs in a remote position in complex promoters subject to multiple systems of regulation (Table 4) . The requirements to build in another set of polymerase recognition elements in these cases may make proximal operator duplications rare. Some of this may be understandable in evolutionary terms, as discussed below.
The need for duplication in these cases may be understood in terms of both flexibility and affinity. Obviously, in the most complicated promoters the need for flexibility is great. Moreover, given the crowded regulatory region, it may be difficult to build in even one proximal operator with a sequence compatible with all the other requirements. This difficulty can be overcome, as evidenced, for example, by the operator in MetE, which is not duplicated and overlaps the -35 region of a divergent promoter. However, such overlapping recognition may generally require that the proximal operator be of low affinity and demand the additional assistance from a duplicated operator.
It is useful to consider the individual cases in which remote duplications occur. There are 10 promoters with operators duplicated in remote regions; these represent only 13% of the repressible promoters. Two of these are the marginally remote aroP and nrd, cited above, for which the regulatory mechanism is not fully established in the sense that there may be connections to other proximal elements. Another unusual case is the purR negative autorepression that may be regulated at the level of elongation. The remaining eight cases are the lac, deopl, deop2, galpi, galp2, araC, araBAD, and papB promoters.
As just discussed, these promoters with remote duplications are mostly complex promoters subject to multiple systems of regulation. The prominent exception is the lac promoter, which has a well-known overlapping promoter VOL. 55, 1991 The second striking grouping is that seven of the eight promoters with remote duplications of operators (deopi being the exception) contain nearby interaction sites for CRP. This compares to 19% of repressible promoters containing CRP sites involved in activation. Taken together with the above comparison, it is clear that remote operator duplications are concentrated in multiple promoter regions that are coregulated by CRP. We conclude that remote operator duplications are usually associated with multiple promoters subject to more than one system of regulation. This conclusion is based on only eight examples and, of course, could possibly be subject to modification. The reason for this is not only the relatively small number of examples but also the possibility that, as investigation of existing examples intensifies, previously hidden remote operators will be identified. The only examples of multiple promoter regions coregulated by CRP that do not have remote operators are ginApi and putA. The glnApi promoter is not a true exception since the other promoter is actually transcribed under the control of another sigma factor, sigma 54, leaving the putA case as the only apparent current exception to the rule that multiple promoter regions coregulated by CRP must have operator duplications (see Addendum in Proof).
One expects that such complex promoters evolved from more simple systems, and it is informative to consider how this may have led to the current organization of complex promoters. For the lac promoter, it has been argued that the original promoter was the now vestigial upstream promoter p2 (87) . This promoter is not catabolite controlled and overlaps the upstream lac 03 operator in a position that suggests that it was negatively regulated by the lac repressor bound to this operator. If evolution of the catabolite control apparatus occurred after origination of the lac promoter, as seems likely, the current CRP-dependent promoter would have been built in a downstream position overlapping the original promoter. Eventually, the original promoter may have lost function; the upstream operator is also now primarily vestigial (101) . This may be seen as somewhat similar to the gal case, in which at the present stage of evolution both the upstream and downstream promoters retain function. In both cases there are remote downstream operator duplications which may have been necessary to retain tight repression as the catabolite-dependent proximal promoteroperator sequences evolved.
Evolutionary arguments aside, the crowding of elements within these multiple promoters is evident in the various cases of remote operator duplications. This argument has been made explicitly for the araBAD system, in which a compact regulatory region controls the divergent araBAD and araC promoters (134 Lastly, one might ask why it is particularly CRP, and not positive regulators in general, that most often is associated with the remote operator duplication. The answer to this may come from a rather unexpected property of the data base: the large majority of repressible promoters that are also subject to activation have CRP as the activator (Fig. 1) . Thus, there may be nothing special about the involvement of CRP; it may simply be that physiology has evolved to demand activation in addition to repression principally for catabolite-sensitive operons.
POSITIVE REGULATION OF SIGMA 70 PROMOTERS

Proximal-Site Position
Of the 107 sigma 70 promoters, 48 are activatable. Of these, 47 have proximal sites, meaning that there is only one potential exception to the general rule that regulation must proceed via at least one proximal element. The sole exception, spf(see CRP in Tables 1 and 2) , is in factjust marginally remote, approaching the -70 position. Recall that the definition of a proximal site (-65 to +20) is one that overlaps with the binding site for RNA polymerase or is in the same position as the CRP site as defined in the lac operon. This definition was used because there is considerable evidence that CRP can touch the polymerase in this arrangement (see above). This analysis indicates that activation, like repression, generally proceeds through a mechanism involving at least one proximal site. The rationale for this is that the polymerase is normally touched by the activator when its properties are to be altered.
One difference between the distribution of proximal sites A clue to the more fixed positions of activation sites comes from studies in which the activator sites have been artificially moved to other positions. Thus, when CRP sites are moved to different proximal positions, the activation is strongest from the gal position, still strong from the lac position, and detectable from the malT position. CRP was not able to activate substantially from other positions (40) . This corresponds to the natural distribution of sites in the data base, in which CRP sites are restricted primarily to near these three positions.
The three acceptable CRP positions are separated by an integral number of DNA helical turns, suggesting that CRP must be positioned stereospecifically with respect to the bound RNA polymerase. From two of these positions the CRP-RNA polymerase contact could be similar since the upstream half of the CRP dimer in one position overlaps the downstream half of the CRP dimer in the other position. In the furthest position, centered near -70, a different means of touching would have to be used. This presumably involves the same site on RNA polymerase since it is restricted to the same helix face. Recall that, with the exception of these few -70 CRP sites, most activatable promoters have sites that touch -40, as does the strongest CRP site. This suggests that the large majority of activator sites are placed so that they touch the polymerase in such a way that high activation is achieved.
The most obvious exception to this is the existence of the several CRP sites in the malT position. Studies of the activation of malT by CRP and of ompF by OmpR give clues to how more distant activators can regulate RNA polymerase (81, 88) . The positions of the OmpR sites have been altered systematically, and the effects on activation have been measured. OmpR works best from its native proximal position and less well as the sites are moved upstream. As in the CRP studies, the activation is maximal when the OmpR sites are restricted to the same side of the helix as the natural site. These results yet again suggest the need for a stereospecific contact between activator and RNA polymerase. Since there is residual activation from upstream, it is possible that the intervening DNA is bent to allow the contact from upstream; the energy cost in bending the DNA to bring the proteins together would account for the lower activation from the upstream positions. Similar reasoning may account in part for the lower CRP activation from the upstream malT position. In addition, it has been suggested that CRP activation at malT occurs by a unique mechanism. Instead of assisting in promoter recognition, CRP appears to promote escape and chain initiation by the already bound polymerase (88) .
Thus, the few activator sites that do not touch near -40 may nevertheless involve a similar contact with RNA polymerase. One may ask why this particular position near -40 is so common. The mechanism of promoter recognition provides a plausible rationale (44 (26) . In a sense, the role of the activator in these cases may be to replace the -35 element and provide a substitute contact point for RNA polymerase, as has been proposed for the pho regulon (83) .
Note that it is almost always the -35 region that is approached by the activator. The analysis shows that activation sites never coincide with the -10 promoter element (Fig. 2) . The reason for this is probably that the -10 region has an additional critical role in promoter activation. DNA VOL. 55, 1991 melting, to expose the bases that must be read during transcription initiation, begins within this region. If the activator, having recognized the double-stranded DNA structure, were to be bound here, it would be necessary to dissociate the activator to accomplish the essential strand opening. In fact, the data base analysis shows that no activator binds anywhere within the region that must be melted (Fig. 2) . Thus, if the activators are to substitute for the lack of contacts during promoter recognition, but not interfere with the critical strand opening, by far the preferred arrangement is the one observed, i.e., binding near where polymerase normally touches down at -35. The closest activator sites to the -10 region of sigma 70 promoters are the cII activator, which reaches position -15 of the p(I) promoter in phage lambda (55) , and the MerR activator, which binds from -36 to -10 in the merT promoter of a transposon isolated in Pseudomonas aeruginosa (78, 103) (these are not included in Fig. 1 , because the catalog is restricted to E. coli promoters).
Activators That Can Also Repress Certain of these activator proteins can also mediate repression of a small number of promoters. The examples of this type from the data base are collected in Table 5 . These are CRP, repressing several promoters, and the activators FNR, MetR, PapB, and IlvY, repressing their own synthesis. The first and most obvious classification here is that with the exception of CRP, they are all repressing their own synthesis. The special case of NR(I) (NtrC) is also included in the table as it represses its own synthesis from a sigma 70 promoter but activates it from an overlapping sigma 54 promoter. The advantage of such autoregulation is to keep production of the regulator within narrow limits, as has been reviewed previously (111) . The observation that many proteins can act as either repressors or activators emphasizes that the position of DNA binding may dominate the individual properties of the protein in determining whether activation or repression occurs.
Analysis of the data base indicates that in some cases one might predict whether a potentially bifunctional protein will activate or repress from knowledge of the position of the binding site. The clearest examples of this are the regulons that have the largest numbers of examples, those controlled by FNR and CRP. Recall that the site from which FNR activates the seven known promoters of its regulon is fixed near -40 or -50. In the single example of FNR acting as a repressor, the binding site is located near +1. As discussed above, this position is out of the region where activation generally can occur (Fig. 2) A similar argument can be made for CRP, but the predictive value is not as great. Recall that CRP activation sites are mostly restricted to three phased position. When CRP represses at the ompA and cya promoters, it is bound outside of its activation position and within the common zone of repression (Fig. 2) . Neither repression site touches the critical -40 position, ompA being repressed from the out-ofphase position near -30 and cya from within the exclusive zone of repression overlapping the -10 position. These would constitute easily predictable cases.
In the two remaining cases of CRP repression, it is less easy to predict, from knowledge of position alone, whether CRP represses. This may be because these cases are special in that the CRP sites overlap with those of another regulatory molecule and appear to repress by influencing the properties of that molecule. In the gal p2 promoter the CRP site does not activate, probably because it is 5 bp out of phase with the three common locations from which it is capable of activating (40) . This position, however, is within the general zone of both activation and repression (Fig. 2) . CRP may repress in this case by cooperating with the gal repressor which binds immediately adjacent to form a repression complex (66) . At the spf promoter, the CRP site near -80 can assist in repression apparently because it overlaps with the site at which the gene-specific activator works.
These examples indicate that activators can act as repressors when they are outside of the normal activation locations, but can repress under other influences as well. Thus, AraC and IlvY have in common that their function is influenced by the binding of small molecules to the proteins. The biochemistry of these interactions is still a bit controversial, but they may be explained by induced'conformational changes that form or disorganize protein domains required for activation (90) . Thus, it may be that activators must both be located in the appropriate position and have their structured activation domains exposed in order to activate. Otherwise repression might occur.
A final consideration here is that even if these criteria are met, the way the regulator functions may depend on how the promoter itself is constructed. For example, if activators work by helping the binding of RNA polymerase to DNA, then positioning an activation site near a promoter that already directs strong binding may not be effective. In an extreme example of this-type, the OmpR regulator has been shown to repress and activate from the very same position (155) . It activates intrinsically weak promoters by promoting RNA polymerase association, but 'when' the promoter elements are improved to allow stronger intrinsic binding, it actually represses. Apparently the same way of touching the polymerase that holds it near the weak promoter also holds it near the strong promoter but, in the latter case, slows it from proceeding further in the transcription initiation pathway.
Overall, analysis of the data base indicates that these few cases are interesting exceptions and not the rule. By and large, natural promoters have their activators positioned appropriately for activation, generally near the promoter -35 region. Activation often depends on physiological induction of the protein itself or on small regulators to induce the appropriate protein conformation. When it is desirable for activator proteins to be used for repression, generally in autoregulation, the sites often appear in positions appropriate for repression rather than activation.
Promoters with More than One Activation Site Among the 48 promoters subject to activation, 17 involve more than a single activation element. (The ada and rha sites are not considered duplications but unique discontinuous elements.) Of these 17, 13 are duplications of the same activation site. Eight of these duplicated sites are in the proximal position: ccd, cytR, tsx (see CytR in Tables 1 and  2 ), deo p2, ilvC, ompC, ompF, and phoS. Four of the homologous duplications occur in remote positions: malE, malK, papB, and phoE. Some cases involve more than one activator. We will consider the homologous duplications first.
Four of these eight cases are duplications of the CRP site in promoters of the CytR regulon (143) . The position of these sites is rather fixed, with the proximal site centered in the usual position near -40 and the adjacent site centered near -90. These duplications appear to be related to a highly specialized aspect of CytR regulation. The CytR repression site extends from -30 to -100, but CytR repressor cannot bind this DNA on its own. Only when CRP occupies the two sites can CytR bind and repress. Thus, in a sense, the tandem CRP sites can be formally considered part of the repression apparatus. There is no evidence as yet for the involvement of the upstream site in activation.
The remaining homologous duplications are of the PhoB sites at phoE and phoS, the IlvY sites at ilvC, the OmpR sites at ompC and ompF, and the CRP sites at colEl (see LexA in Tables 1 and 2 ). In all of these cases the repeated sites are arranged in a manner that would in principle allow the bound proteins to interact. In the phoS, ilvC, and omp cases the sites are directly adjacent to each other. Adjacent sites for the lambda cI protein acting as an activator bind the protein cooperatively; such cooperative binding has several regulatory advantages in principle (111) . In the colEl and phoE cases the tandem sites are separated by 20 and by 40 bp, respectively, implying that they occur on the same face of the helix. Yet again, in comparison with the lambda example, it has been shown that cooperative binding can occur when the sites are moved apart, but only if they stay on the same helix face (56) . Although definitive studies have not yet been done on these systems, it is possible that the duplications allow cooperativity and hence a stronger response. It is also possible, but unprecedented, that the duplications enhance activation simply by providing more than one site from which activation can occur.
The remaining cases with more than one element are complex because they contain sites that bind more than one protein. The examples of promoters of this type are principally a small subset of those controlled by either the AraC protein or the MalT protein and possibly NarL (indicated as Y in Fig. 1 ) involved in nitrate-nitrite metabolism. We begin with the malE promoter because it has been characterized in detail.
The malE case has already been discussed at a simpler level in that CRP can activate from a position upstream from the normal proximal zone. In addition, the malE promoter contains a site for MalT activation right at -40. This case has been studied extensively, and it has been shown that the upstream CRP site cooperates with a series of a total of seven MalT or CRP regions to allow formation of a large multiprotein activation complex (114, 115) . All of these sites except one are phased so that the proteins bind the same DNA helix face. This results in a wrapped nucleoprotein complex that approaches the polymerase closely at the most proximal site near -40. Thus, this differs from the simple cases discussed above only in the more complex means of delivering the activator to near the -40 region of the promoter.
A similar argument can be made for the two promoters controlled by upstream CRP sites and proximal AraC sites. In the araBAD and araE promoters, the position of the CRP site is the same, centered near -100. According to the above arguments, it is unlikely that CRP bound there could easily touch the polymerase directly. In both promoters the AraC protein-binding site is located in an immediately adjacent proximal position, which in fact overlaps the prominent -40 position. These cases would be brought into harmony with the theme of touching polymerase near -40 by presuming that CRP cooperates with AraC protein to form a DNAbound complex that touches polymerase near the usual position.
There are three remaining cases in which heterologous activation sites reside in a remote position. Intriguingly, two of these cases involve nitrite control in cooperation with proximal FNR sites. Since these FNR sites are in the usual -40 position, it is easy to imagine cooperation between the nitrite regulator and FNR at -40, near to the appropriate polymerase position. The unusual aspect here would be that it would require cooperation between different proteins, presumably by looping over a considerable distance. Looping involving identical proteins occur with repressors, but the heterologous mechanism has been thought to be associated primarily with the sigma 54 transcription apparatus in E. coli. Unfortunately, the DNA regions between these remote sites and the proximal FNR regions have not been characterized fully genetically, and the putative activator has not been characterized either genetically or biochemically (35, 61, 75) , so one cannot determine whether these cases truly differ from the malE or other models. The final, somewhat unusual case is the papB promoter, in which adjacent CRP and PapB sites activate from a far-remote position. In this case there is another PapB site in a proximal position centered near -15, so mechanisms involving delivery of the remote upstream sites to the region near RNA polymerase can still be postulated.
Although these few cases are intriguing, this discussion should not detract from the main point revealed by the analysis. This is that virtually all cases of activation have an arrangement whereby the polymerase can plausibly be touched by the activator. The means of delivery of the activator to the polymerase may, of course, differ among promoters. This provides a pleasing harmony in regulation, since, as discussed above, a similar mechanism appears to apply to regulation via repressors. Whether regulation is positive or negative, the arrangement of regulatory sites seems to be designed for ease of communication with the proximal binding site for RNA polymerase. SIGMA 
PROMOTERS
Thus far, this discussion has been restricted to promoters of sigma 70 , the principal sigma factor of E. coli and related bacteria. There are a number of other sigma factors that direct the recognition of promoters with different DNA sequences (50, 67) . These minor sigma factors fall into two distinct classes. Most of them are very similar to sigma 70 and differ largely in that small regions of the proteins are deleted. One expects that these will behave similarly to Table 6 . Table 1 . Symbols: *, in vivo footprinting; **, present in S. typhimurium with very similar organization (54) . sigma 70, and in the few cases studied this seems to be true (50) . One sigma factor, sigma 54, is not at all similar to the others and is not considered part of the sigma 70 family of factors (67, 91) . We now discuss how the arrangement of elements associated with sigma 54 promoters differs from that of sigma 70 promoters. Figure 3 and Table 6 collect the seven known examples of sigma 54 promoters from the same bacteria used to collect the sigma 70 data base, E. coli and S. typhimurium. Four of these are activated by the NR(I) (NtrC) activator and three are activated by the FhlB activator. Also collected in Fig. 3 are seven sigma 54 promoters from Klebsiella pneumoniae, all regulated by NifA. The sequence of the sigma 54 protein from this organism is almost identical to that from E. coli. These promoters are all activated by the NifA protein except nifLA, which is activated by NR(I). The three activators, NifA, NR(I), and FhlB, have certain structural similarities in the carboxyl DNA-binding end and in the central domain (31, 136) .
Arrangements of Regulatory Elements
Even though the number of examples is limited, it is clear that the organization of regulatory elements in sigma 54 promoters is quite different from that in sigma 70 promoters (15, 60) . By contrast, up mutations in sigma 54 promoters do not completely overcome the requirement for activators (but see reference 12) . Moreover, there is no evidence that sigma 54 promoters have significant activity in the absence of activators. These differences confirm the nearly absolute dependence of sigma 54 promoters on activators, as suggested by the analysis of the data base.
The source of this difference may lie in the capability of sigma 54 polymerase to form stable, but inactive, closed complexes in the absence of activators (100, 110, 118, 131) . If the bound sigma 54 polymerase is simply incapable of DNA melting, the requirement for activator in the melting step is exceptionally strong. By contrast, bound sigma 70 polymerase is clearly capable of melting the promoter DNA without the assistance of activators (44) . Therefore, proximal promoter mutations can substitute for activators and assist the sigma 70 polymerase in both binding and melting, accounting for the widespread existence of activator-independent promoter mutations. By contrast, mutations in sigma 54 promoters would affect primarily the stability of the closed complex but could not direct the polymerase to melt the DNA in the absence of activator. This has been confirmed experimentally for the nifH promoter (12) .
The important distinction of stable binding of inactive sigma 54 polymerase is best characterized in the glnAp2 promoter of S. typhimurium and E. coli (100, 110, 118, 131) and has been reported also at glnHp2 in E. coli, a mutation of niflI of K. pneumoniae, and nifH of Rhizobium meliloti (12, 21a) . In the large sigma 70 promoter data base, only the lac promoter shows clear evidence of allowing stable binding by an inactive polymerase (see above). However, this is not an intrinsic property of the polymerase since it requires bound repressor to accomplish the stable binding in an inactive state. These comparisons support the idea that in the absence of effectors, bound sigma 70 polymerase is capable of DNA melting but bound sigma 54 polymerase is not. In addition, the paucity of evidence in the much larger group of sigma 70 promoters, as well as positive evidence in 5 of the 14 sigma 54 promoters, strongly indicates that this is a distinctive property of the type of promoter.
The exceptionally strong requirement for activators may simply make negative regulation by repressors unnecessarily redundant for sigma 54 promoters; recall that the data base with 14 cases shows no examples of repression, which is quite common for sigma 70 promoters. The idea that repression is unnecessary rather than impossible is supported by the fact that the important sigma 54 activator NR(I) acts as a repressor for the sigma 70 promoter gInApi (118) . That is, the protein has the ability to act as a repressor, but this is not used in the context of sigma 54 repression. Theoretically, there is no reason that sigma 54 transcription should be incompatible with repression, and perhaps such examples will emerge as the data base expands. By analogy with sigma 70 promoters, operators could overlap the activation site or the proximal elements.
Sigma 54 and sigma 70 bind the same core polymerase, and so the striking differences in control mechanism cannot be due to the core. Three different sigma 54 activators, NR(I), FhlB, and NifA, all allow activation without proximal elements (Fig. 3) , a situation virtually forbidden at sigma 70 promoters. These activator proteins have some similarity, as already mentioned, but are for the most part different and function in distinct regulatory pathways. One of these sigma 54 activators, NR(I), fails to activate the sigma 70-dependent lac promoter when a site for it replaces that of the sigma 70 catabolite activator protein and is located at a similar distance from the position where it usually activates glnAp2 (117) . Therefore, the most likely determinant of the common ability of these systems to work without proximal activator proteins is the common involvement of sigma 54 rather than sigma 70. Since sigma 54 mediates activation without accessory proximal elements, one might expect that the sigma 54 protein itself would somehow substitute for this function of VOL. 55, 1991 the proximal sigma 70 activation elements. The structure of the sigma 54 protein appears to allow this by containing domains that allow stable promoter recognition while retaining responsiveness to physiological activation after stable binding has occurred (132) . This domain structure allows it to catalyze a mechanism of activation that is strongly disfavored in promoters transcribed by the sigma 70 family of factors, which have a quite different domain structure.
Recall that in many cases the purpose of proximal elements in sigma 70 promoters was to allow the RNA polymerase to be touched in order to enhance its binding, which is intrinsically defective as a result of the lack of optimal -35 recognition elements. Stabilizing interactions diminish with distance, accounting for the close proximity of the sigma 70 activators (see above). Since sigma 54 polymerase binds tightly to ginAp2 without activator, the deleterious effect of distance on cooperative binding is less important. The activator must merely trigger a conformational change in a prebound complex, accomplishing only the second half of what the sigma 70 activators do from a nearby position.
This mechanistic difference probably also contributes to the unusual flexibility in the positioning of the E. coli sigma 54 -dependent activation sites. The data base already hints at this flexibility, as the sigma 54 activator sites in Fig. 3 are much more dispersed than those for sigma 70 in Fig. 2 . Recall that for the sigma 70 activators OmpR and CRP, activation diminishes precipitously as the DNA elements are moved out of the nearby proximal position (40, 81) . By contrast, the NR(I)-binding sites of glnAp2 can be moved more than 1 kb upstream or downstream and still retain 50% of their function (120) . The FhlaB site can be moved 2 kb from the fdhF promoter and still retains 20% of its function (8) , and at the same distance, the NifA site still retains 10% of activation on nifl (13) . Since sigma 54 itself is making an important contribution to promoter recognition, the NR(I), NifA, and FhlB factors need to contribute much less to promoter recognition by the polymerase and thus are less strongly affected by their removal to long distances.
The mechanism of activation by the sigma 54 polymerase is similar to activation by sigma 70 polymerase in one sense: both appear to involve the activator's touching the RNA polymerase at the promoter. For sigma 54, the activator sites are nonproximal and the mechanism has been shown to involve looping out of the intervening DNA (148) . A different view of the role of stable closed-complex formation in this mechanism can be illustrated by comparing hypothetical long-range activation at the lac and gln promoters. If the lac CRP site were far away, most looping events would bring CRP to an unoccupied promoter since sigma 70 polymerase is unable to recognize the lac promoter on its own (175) . Activation could only occur in the unlikely circumstance that transient promoter recognition had occurred at the precise moment when CRP was brought nearby by DNA looping. At the glnAp2 promoter, by contrast, when remotely bound NR(I) is brought near the promoter by DNA looping, it will inevitably encounter RNA polymerase that has been directed to bind by sigma 54. Thus, the probability of the remotely bound activator touching the polymerase at the promoter is much greater for gln than for lac, accounting for the difference in their abilities to be activated from great distances.
These observations provide a rationalization for the differing organizations of the sigma 54 promoters in Fig. 3 and the sigma 70 promoters in Fig. 1 . All the sigma 54 promoters require activation since the stable closed complex is unable to melt the DNA on its own. The position of the sigma 54 activator sites in Fig. 3 is much less fixed than that observed for sigma 70 activators such as FNR or CRP (see above). This is easily rationalized in terms of using a DNA-looping mechanism rather than a stereospecific mechanism as proposed for sigma 70. There may be an additional contribution to sigma 54 activation, as suggested by studies on argTr and glnAp2. At the argTr promoter, activation appears to occur without either proximal or remote sites. Despite the lack of an activator-binding site, this sigma 54 promoter is activated by NR(I) (137) , although one cannot rule out a contribution to the activation of this promoter in vivo by the NR(I) site of dhuA, which is located less than 1 kb downstream (3, 51 (57) . If IHF is to help the activation mechanism by bending the DNA, it is expected that it will be useful only when the activator sites are located such that the bending of the DNA will bring the bound activator into a position favorable for contact with the closed complex. The distance between the IHF site and the upstream activator site is about 80 bp in all cases (Fig. 3) , suggesting that this distance is important. The mechanism is supported further by the conversion of IHF into a repressor of glnHp2 when the distance between the NR(I)-binding site and the promoter is modified (21a). Such repressor effects have been observed in sigma 70 promoters with IHF-binding sites, although the mechanisms are still unknown (58, 64) .
IHF assistance in DNA looping may compensate for the low intrinsic stability of the looped nucleoprotein complex. In two Klebsiella promoters with IHF sites, the nifH and nifLA promoters, the sigma 54 polymerase cannot accomplish fully stable promoter recognition in the absence of activator. This is apparently related to the DNA sequences of the promoters themselves rather than being a property of sigma 54; a point mutation in the nifH DNA elements recognized by sigma 54 polymerase increases transcriptional activity (12) , and a 3-base C-to-T substitution allows stable closed promoter recognition to occur (96) . This suggests that the Klebsiella sigma 54 polymerase makes a very substantial contribution to stabilizing closed-complex formation but not enough to direct full occupancy of the nifH promoter. Thus, in at least two cases, the arrangement and DNA sequence of elements in the Klebsiella sigma 54 promoters are such that full advantage is not taken of the ability of the polymerase to form a stable closed complex. This means that when the bound activator loops to the promoter, it is less likely to encounter a bound sigma 54 polymerase. In apparent compensation for this, the bending protein IHF has a binding site within the loop and promotes DNA bending so as to increase the probability of loop formation. Thus, the bound activator is held near the promoter for a longer time, allowing a greater probability of touching the polymerase which is bound in a short-lived complex. In support of this idea, much less assistance is given by IHF in the mutant nifW promoter that supports stable closed-complex formation (57) . Thus, it appears that some sigma 54 One further requirement for the arrangement of sigma 54 promoters is that the promoters be designed so that they are very well separated or have another means of avoiding inappropriate cross-activation. This appears not to be a significant problem for sigma 54 promoters of E. coli since these promoters are rare. Thus, even though the activator sites can work over long distances, there are no other sigma 54 promoters within range. Such is not the case, however, for the divergently oriented hyd promoters of E. coli, the divergent nifF and nifLA promoters of K. pneumoniae, and the promoters of histidine transport, argTr and dhuA. Of these three pairs, two contain a single IHF site, implying that there is no general requirement for proximal IHF sites in closely spaced sigma 54 promoters. However, the problem of inappropriate cross-activation does not even arise in these cases, since each promoter pair is part of the same physiological response system.
It is interesting that the sigma 54 mechanism is more flexible than the sigma 70 mechanism but requires more DNA. The compactness of the E. coli genome is compatible with the more highly evolved sigma 70 system which dominates its genetic organization. The potential flexibility in regulation offered by systems like those of sigma 54 promoters would be better used in organisms that can tolerate larger amounts of DNA. This is an unlikely alternative for E. coli, which must compete for rapid growth in energy-limited environments (82) .
In summary, the sigma 54 promoters as a class differ in the arrangements of regulatory sites from the sigma 70 family of promoters. These differences in arrangement can be rationalized in terms of different mechanisms of control of holoenzymes containing different sigma factors. For sigma 70, proximal elements are used to mediate stereospecific communication with the polymerase, which generally needs assistance in binding to promoters with poor recognition elements. For sigma 54, DNA looping from variable distances is used to touch the polymerase, which has substantial ability to bind on its own. The latter mechanism seems to be sufficient for regulation, since simple repression using operators appears not to occur.
In these regards, the sigma 54 promoters resemble eukaryotic promoters closely, whereas the sigma 70 promoters do not. Prokaryotic sigma 54 promoters represent, at least conceptually, an intermediate step in the history of regulation between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. This is supported by the following set of interrelated common properties for sigma 54 and eukaryotic promoters: (i) long-distance activation associated with a requirement for large amounts of DNA; (ii) stable preinitiation complexes (14, 172) ; (iii) a requirement for ATP in proximal assembly; (iv) predominant occurrence of activation versus simple repression regulation associated with a low basal level of transcription in the absence of activators (73, 74, 112) (Fig. 1) ; and (v) structural similarity of domains present in sigma 54 with motifs present in eukaryotic activators and absent in other sigma factors (132) . The interdependence of these properties as a consequence of the sigma 54 activation mechanism has been discussed throughout the review.
The evolutionary distance between the origin of bacteria and that of the simplest eukaryotic cells is very large. The difficulties in establishing a bridge between these two worlds are illustrated by comparing sigma 54 and yeast TFIID, the DNA-binding factor required for transcription of eukaryotic RNA polymerase II. The similarity of these two proteins is not greater than that of TFIID and other sigma factors (unpublished observation). On the other hand, sigma 54 shares with the TFIID molecules of Drosophila melanogaster and humans, but not with the one of yeasts, the occurrence of domains rich in glutamine residues, as well as other domains also present in eukaryotic activators (98, 132) . Deciphering this puzzle of molecular similarities could clarify the origin of eukaryotic promoters and define whether the sigma 54 bacterial promoters were evolutionary precursors. VOL. 55, 1991 Considering the collection of properties associated with the regulation of sigma 54 
